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We present a theoretical and computational study of the effects of the laser light intensity attenuation, due to
absorption by an assembly of �D2�n/2 �n=250–3�104� clusters in ultraintense laser fields �peak intensity IM

=1016–1018 W cm−2�. The laser intensity attenuation was described by a relation between the local, time-
integrated energy flow of the laser pulse and the energy deposited per ion in the Coulomb explosion products.
In the cluster vertical ionization �CVI� domain, the local laser intensity manifests a linear decrease along the
plasma filament, so that under the conditions of partial light absorption the energy absorbed by the plasma
filament is independent of the incident laser intensity. In the non-CVI domain, the local laser intensity de-
creases exponentially across the plasma filament and the energy absorbed is proportional to the incident
intensity. Cluster sizes for total light absorption were established on the basis of numerical solutions of our
first-order differential equation for the local laser intensity. The effect of strong light absorption on the kinetic
energy distribution of the ions from Coulomb explosion in an assembly of clusters results in a marked
deviation from the energy distribution under CVI conditions. This exhibits a sharp rise in the range of low
energies with the location of a low-energy maximum in the energy distribution providing a benchmark for the
assessment of the contributions of laser absorption effects. Finally, we consider the effects of laser light
absorption in a single cluster, demonstrating that both in the CVI and in the non-CVI domains the attenuation
of the laser intensity is small for the cluster sizes considered in this work, while in the non-CVI domain laser
light absorption by a single large �R0=330 Å and n�5�106� deuterium cluster can be realized.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Elemental �1–8� and molecular �6,9–16� clusters sub-
jected to ultraintense and ultrashort laser fields, I
�1015 W cm−2, manifest sequential-parallel electron dynam-
ics processes involving inner ionization, nanoplasma forma-
tion, and outer ionization �17–29�. As a result of outer ion-
ization, the cluster becomes charged, which leads to
Coulomb explosion and to the formation of atomic ions or
nuclei. The energetics of the product ions �nuclei� depends
on the cluster size and on the laser intensity, as well as on
other laser pulse characteristics, e.g., light frequency, pulse
shape, and width �27�. Most of the theoretical studies ad-
dressed electron and nuclear dynamics of a single cluster
�17–19,21,22,24–29�, while experiments focused on an as-
sembly of clusters coupled to a laser field �1–16�. A mean-
ingful interpretation of the experimental data has to account
for the spatial inhomogeneity inside the focus volume �the
plasma filament �10,16,23��, and for the absorption of laser
radiation by the assembly of clusters in a beam �6,10,15,20�.
The attenuation of the light intensity I�t ;x ,y ,z� along the
light propagation direction �denoted here as the z axis� at
time t, will markedly affect dynamic data in ultraintense la-
ser fields. These dynamic effects will be manifested in the
cluster size dependence of the ion energy spectrum as well as
in the yields of dd nuclear fusion driven by Coulomb explo-
sion �NFDCE� of an assembly of deuterium containing clus-
ters �10,12,14–16�. In this paper we address the attenuation
of the light intensity from an ultraintense laser in an assem-
bly of clusters, and the manifestation of this process in the
energetics, i.e., ion average kinetic energy, ion energy distri-
bution, and the final energy of the Coulomb explosion prod-

ucts of an assembly of deuterium containing clusters. As a
physical system we shall treat laser-cluster interactions and
Coulomb explosion of deuterium �D2�n/2 �n=250–33 000�
homonuclear clusters �27,30�. We shall describe the laser in-
tensity attenuation by a relation between the local, time in-
tegrated energy flow of the laser pulse and the energy depos-
ited per ion in the Coulomb explosion products. For this
analysis we utilize an empirical parametrization scheme for
the cluster size dependence and the laser intensity depen-
dence of the energy deposited in a cluster, which was ob-
tained in our previous work �30�.

II. ATTENUATION OF ENERGY FLOW AND LOCAL
INTENSITY

Light absorption by clusters constitutes a complicated
nonlinear and time-dependent process �6,20,24,31–34�. We
shall advance an equation, which describes the attenuation of
the local z-dependent time-integrated energy flow of the laser
pulse

S�z� = �
−�

�

I�t,z�cos2�2�vt�dt , �1�

where I�t ,z� is the local intensity envelope at the light propa-
gation z axis at time t and v is the laser frequency. Here, and
in what follows, we consider the decrease of the light inten-
sity along the z axis and ignore the inhomogeneity of the
light intensity in the xy plane perpendicular to z. The de-
crease of the energy flow along the propagation direction
will be described by a global energy balance equation, with
the attenuation of S�z� being due to energy absorption by the
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cluster constituents. We take a uniform cluster spatial distri-
bution within the cluster beam. Ignoring the cluster size dis-
persion, the assembly of clusters of n constituents will be
characterized by a number density �c. Concurrent Coulomb
explosion of the multicharged clusters will result in a nearly
homogeneous plasma filament with an average ion density
��p�=n�c. The energy deposited via absorption by a cluster
located at the coordinate z is nE�p��z�, where E�p��z� is the
energy deposited per ion. The total energy deposition at z is
nE�p��z��c=E�p��z���p�. Accordingly, the energy balance equa-
tion is

dS�z�
dz

= − E�p��z���p�. �2�

For elemental and molecular clusters the neutral cluster
binding energy can be neglected and the energy E�p� ab-
sorbed by the clusters becomes equal to the sum of the ion-
ization energy of cluster atoms E�i�, the final kinetic energy
of atomic particles �ions or nuclei� E�a�, and the final kinetic
energy of the ionized electrons E�e� �20,34�, so that the en-
ergy balance relation is

E�p� = E�i� + E�a� + E�e�. �3�

The ionization energy E�i� of deuterium clusters �D2�n/2 is
E�i�=22.6 eV per D atom �27�. This energy is considerably
smaller than the deuteron energy E�a�, which exceeds 150 eV
for n�100 �27�. Neglecting E�i� one presents E�p� as the final
energy of the Coulomb explosion products

E�p� = E�a� + E�e�. �4�

In what follows the total average energy E�p� will be repre-
sented in terms of the average deuteron energy E�a� �see Sec.
III�, with the energy balance for the �D2�n/2 cluster being
given by Eq. �4�. For extreme ionization of atomic or mo-
lecular clusters consisting of many-electron atoms, e.g.,
�Xe�n �which produces Xeq+

ions with �averaged� charge q
�7 for I=1016 W cm−2 and q�25 for I=1018 W cm−2 �35��
or �CD4�n �which produces Cq+ ions with q=4 at I
=1017–1018 W cm−2, and q=6 at I�1019 W cm−2 �28��, the
ionization energy has to be included in the energy balance
equation.

The energies E�a� �ions� and E�e� �electrons� of the Cou-
lomb explosion products and, consequently, the energy E�p�,
Eq. �4�, depend on the local laser intensity I�t ,z�. In view of
the two-dimensional character of the function E�p� �I�t ,z��,
Eqs. �1� and �2� cannot provide the general S�z� versus z
dependence. However, in case the product energy E�p� can be
presented as a function of some time-integrated physical
property, such as the energy flow S�z� �Eq. �1��, a solution for
the absorption process �Eq. �2�� can be obtained. The energy
flow, Eq. �1�, will then be described by the equation

dS�z�
dz

= − E�p�
„S�z�…��p�. �2��

Other laser and cluster parameters which determine the en-
ergy E�p�, i.e., the laser temporal width, the light frequency
and the cluster size, and also determine the energy E�p�, are
not explicitly shown in Eq. �2��.

We shall consider a Gaussian I�t ,z� pulse which at the
spatial onset �z=0� of the plasma filament is given in the
form �27�

I�t,0� = IM�0�exp�− 5.55�t/��2� , �5�

where IM�0� is the peak intensity at z=0 and � is the tempo-
ral pulse width at the field half maximum of 0.5eFM. The
peak electric field is eFM =2.74�10−7�IM�1/2 eV Å−1, with
IM being expressed in W cm−2. For a fixed laser frequency
and temporal pulse width, the product energy E�p�

��IM�z� ,R0� is a function of the local laser peak intensity
IM�z� and the radius R0 of the neutral cluster. This represen-
tation is valid provided that the pulse maintains its Gaussian
shape along the propagation coordinate. In this case the re-
lation between the energy flow S�z� and the Gaussian peak
intensity IM�z� is obtained from Eqs. �1� and �5� in the form

S�z� = 2360�IM�z� . �6�

In the derivation of Eq. �6� we took the average
�cos2 2��t	=1/2 over the fast laser oscillations. In Eq. �6� S
is expressed in eV cm−2, IM�z� in W cm−2, and � in femto-
seconds. Substituting Eq. �6� into Eq. �2�� we obtain an or-
dinary first-order differential equation

dIM�z�
dz

= − E�p��IM�z�,R0���p�/2360� , �7�

where z is expressed in cm, E�p� in eV, and ��p� in cm−3.
Equation �7� rests on the use of a Gaussian pulse, while

the attenuation process deforms the pulse shape. Since the
laser light energy transfer to the cluster electrons takes place
mainly during the laser pulse intensity rise �18,25,31,32�,
i.e., at t	0, Eq. �5�, a stronger intensity attenuation is ex-
pected at t	0 than at t�0. This contributes to the shift of
the pulse peak to the t�0 domain. To describe such a defor-
mation of the pulse profile, we chose the asymmetric pulse of
the form

Ĩ�t� = �IM/
�exp�− 2X2�
1 − � exp�− ��X − Xa�2��2, �8�

where X=1.665t /� and Xa=1.665ta /�, with ta being the pa-

rameter of the Ĩ�t� temporal asymmetry. 
 is a normalization
factor, which establishes the equality between the energy
flow of the deformed pulse, Eq. �8�, and the energy flow of
the Gaussian pulse, Eq. �6�. This normalization factor is
given in the form


 = 1 − 2c1� exp�− �c1
2Xa

2� + c2�2 exp�− 2�c2
2Xa

2� , �8a�

where c1= �2/ �2+���1/2 and c2= �1+��−1/2. For a pulse width
of �=25 fs, we chose the following numerical parameters in
Eq. �8�: ta=−7 fs, �=2 and �=0.7, providing a strongly de-
formed pulse, with the pulse peak shifted to the t�0 domain
�inset to Fig. 1�. In order to explore the effect of the pulse
shape deformation on the energy E�p�, Eq. �4�, we performed
simulations �27,35� of the energetics of electrons and ions in
Coulomb explosion for both the Gaussian pulse, Eq. �5�, and
for the deformed pulse, Eq. �8�. An initially truncated pulse
was used in all the simulations �27,35� with the initial laser
field being located at a finite time �t= ts�, where the initial
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laser field corresponds to �Fth+Fco� /2, where Fth is the
threshold field for the first �single electron� ionization of D2,
and Fco is the threshold field for the two-electron ionization
of the D2 molecule �27,35�. The simulation results �Fig. 1�
reveal that the energies E�p� induced by the deformed pulse
differ by less than 20% from those induced by the Gaussian
pulse. These small differences in the energies E�p� induced by
the deformation of the pulse shape will be neglected. Ac-

cordingly, the energy Ẽ�p�(S�z�) induced by the deformed

pulse with intensity Ĩ�t ,z� and energy flow S�z� is taken to be
equal to the energy E�p�(S�z�) induced by the Gaussian with

the same energy flow, i.e., Ẽ�p�(S�z�)=E�p�(IM�z�). Here IM�z�
is related to S�z� by Eq. �6�. We infer that for a pulse, which
is characterized by a Gaussian spatial onset �Eq. �5��, Eq. �7�
is applicable for the description of the intensity variation
across the propagation direction.

III. CLUSTER SIZE AND INTENSITY DEPENDENCE OF
LOCAL PLASMA ENERGIES

In order to solve the differential equation for the local
intensity, Eq. �7�, we have to establish the cluster size and
intensity dependence of E�p�(IM�z� ,R0), Eq. �4�. The average
atomic kinetic energy E�a� of D+ �ions� nuclei from the Cou-
lomb explosion of �D2�n/2 clusters was determined from mo-
lecular dynamics simulations for a cluster coupled to a
Gaussian-shaped laser pulse, Eq. �5�, with a pulse width of
�=25–50 fs and a laser frequency of �=0.35 fs−1 �30�. We

have shown �30� that over the entire intensity and cluster
radius domains the �average� E�a� energies provided by the
simulations are well described by the empirical relation �30�

E�a�
„IM�z�,R0… = �4�/5�B̄q2�R0

2�1 + ��R0/R0
�I��4�−1/2,

�9�

where E�a� is expressed in electron volts, R0 and R0
�I� in ang-

stroms, the ion charge q=1, the cluster atomic density �

=0.05 Å−3 and B̄=14.4 eV Å. The border radius R0
�I� is rep-

resented by the empirical relation �27,30�

R0
�I� = 2.65 � 10−8�0.62IM

1/2, �10�

where R0
�I� is expressed in angstroms, � in femtoseconds and

IM in W cm−2. Using Eq. �6�, R0
�I� can be expressed in the

alternative form

R0
�I� = 5.45 � 10−10�0.12S1/2 �10a�

with the same units as in Eq. �6�. The radius R0
�I� �the border

radius for cluster vertical ionization �CVI�� separates the CVI
domain R0	R0

�I� �where E�a� does not depend on IM being
scaled as E�a��R0

2� from the non-CVI domain, R0�R0
�I�

�27,30�. In the non-CVI domain E�a� depends on IM and its
increase with R0 is slowed down, becoming saturated at R0

�R0
�I� �27,30�. In the R0�R0

�I� domain, usually realized for
IM �1016 W cm−2, the cluster outer ionization is qualitatively
described by a “cold” nanoplasma model �30�. The param-
eters  and � of Eq. �9� depend on the pulse width � �30�.
For the parameters  and � we shall use a linear representa-
tion, which fits the  and � values of Ref. �30� �=0.93 and
0.87 and �=0.52 and 0.41 for �=25 and 50 fs, respectively�
and satisfies the condition ��=0�=1 �i.e., leading to the
exact CVI energy for very short pulses �27��

��� = 1.00 − 0.0027� , �11a�

���� = 0.63 − 0.0044� . �11b�

The simulations of the final energy E�p�, Eq. �4�, are much
more time consuming than the calculations of E�a�, and were
therefore performed only for small and moderately large
�D2�n/2 clusters, n�8007. The relation between the E�p� and
E�a� energies obtained herein from the simulations was fit by
the empirical expression

E�p� = �1.15 + 0.68/�1 + �R0/R0
�I��2��E�a�, �12�

with E�a� being presented �30� by Eq. �9�. The accuracy of
the fitting of the simulation data by Eq. �12� is 10% �Table I�.
In the CVI domain �R0

�I��R0� the electron energy E�e�, in
contrast to the ionic energy E�a�, depends on the R0

�I� and,
consequently, on the laser intensity IM. This dependence of
E�e� on R0

�I� contributes to the decrease of E�p�, Eq. �4�, with
decreasing IM for a fixed cluster size R0. Only at high inten-
sities IM, in the R0�R0

�I� domain, E�p� becomes independent
on IM with E�p� /E�a�=1.83. This ratio is close to the experi-
mental ratio E�p� /E�a�=1.8 obtained by Eloy et al. �36�, and
is somewhat higher than the ratio E�p� /E�a�=1.5 reported by
Parks et al. �20�. When the intensity IM decreases due to the

FIG. 1. Effects of the deformation of the laser pulse shape on
the energetics of Coulomb explosion. The simulation results �see
text� show the cluster size dependence and the intensity dependence
of the energies per ion of the Coulomb explosion products E�p�

=E�a�+E�e�, Eq. �4�, produced by the Gaussian pulse with �=25 fs
�open circles� and by the deformed pulse �black circles� with the
same energy flux. The points were connected by curves �solid lines
for the Gaussian pulse and dashed lines for the deformed pulse� to
guide the eye. R0�Å� denotes the initial cluster radius and n denotes
the number of atoms in the �D2�n/2 cluster. The inset portrays the
Gaussian laser pulse, Eq. �5� �solid line� and the deformed asym-
metric laser pulse, Eqs. �8� and �8a�, with the same energy flux, Eq.
�1� �dashed line�.
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light absorption, and R0�R0
�I�, the ratio E�p� /E�a� begins to

decrease, reaching the value of E�p� /E�a�=1.49 at R0
�I�=R0.

The E�p� /E�a� ratio continues to decrease in the non-CVI do-
main, R0

�I�	R0. In the “cold” nanoplasma domain, R0
�I��R0,

E�p� /E�a� is saturated at the E�p� /E�a�=1.15 level, Eq. �12�.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS FOR THE ATTENUATION OF
THE LASER INTENSITY

The plasma filament will be described by a cylinder of
radius r and length h �with r�h�. The attenuation of the
laser intensity and the absorbed energy in an assembly of
clusters can be expressed analytically for two cases of physi-
cal interest: in the CVI domain R0

�I��R0� and in the “cold”
nanoplasma domain R0

�I��R0. In the CVI domain R0
�I��R0,

Eq. �12� results in E�p�=1.83E�a� with E�a�= �4� /5�B̄�R0
2,

Eq. �9�, being independent of IM �16,22–24,37�. The solution
of Eq. �7� becomes

IM�z� = IM�0��1 − z/ZA�; z 	 ZA; z � h �13�

with

ZA = 1290�IM�0�/��p�E�a�. �13a�

ZA is the attenuation parameter �in cm�, with ��p� in cm−3 and
E�a� in eV. Thus, in the CVI domain IM�z� manifests a linear
decrease with increasing z. According to Eq. �6� the energy
absorbed by the plasma filament is

Wabs = 2360�r2��IM�0� − IM�h�� , �14�

where r and h are given in cm. Using Eqs. �13� and �14� and
considering the case of partial light absorption, i.e., h	ZA,
one obtains Wabs=�r2h��p��1.83E�a��=�r2h��p�E�p�, which
results in

Wabs = N�p�E�p�, �15�

where N�p�=�r2h��p� is the number of ions �deuterons� in the
plasma filament. This last expression, which also follows
from energy conservation arguments, demonstrates the inde-
pendence of the absorbed energy Wabs on the laser intensity

IM�0� for weak light absorption and for the CVI conditions
�when E�p� is independent of IM�. In the foregoing analysis of
the CVI domain, the decrease of IM�z� with increasing z
leads to the decrease of the border radius R0

�I�, Eq. �10�. Thus,
at some value of z, R0

�I� may become smaller than R0, violat-
ing the CVI conditions. Accordingly, Eq. �13� is valid for
R0

�I�(Im�z�)�R0. Using Eqs. �10� and �13� the validity condi-
tion for Eq. �13� is

ZA − z �
7.3 � 1017

B̄��p���0.24
, �13b�

where ��p� is in cm−3, � in Å−3, � in fs and IM�0� in W cm−2.
We note that this limit, Eq. �13b�, is independent of IM�0�.
For typical values of �=25 fs, ��p�=2�1019 cm−3 we obtain
ZA−z=0.025 cm.

In the saturation domain of the ion kinetic energy E�a�,
R0

�I��R0, Eqs. �8� and �10� provide

E�p� = 2.0 � 10−15�−2B̄��1.24IM . �16�

Substituting this expression into Eq. �7� one obtains the ex-
ponential distance �z� dependence

IM�z� = IM�0�exp�− az� , �17�

where

a = 8.6 � 10−19��p�B̄��−2�0.24. �17a�

The units in Eq. �17a� are as follows: ��p� in cubic centime-
ters, � in Å−3, � in fs, and a in cm−1. The absorbed energy by
the plasma filament, Eq. �12�, for the saturation domain is

Wabs = 2360�r2��1 − exp�− ah��IM�0� . �18�

Equation �18� implies that in the kinetic energy saturation
domain the absorbed energy is proportional to the incident
laser peak intensity IM�0� and the flux S�0�. This saturation
regime is expected to be realized at lower intensities. Such a
linear dependence of Wabs versus IM�0� was found by Santra
and Greene �32�, who analyzed experimental data for Xen
clusters at moderately low intensities of IM �1014 W cm−2.
At these intensities mostly singly charged Xe+ ions were
produced �32�. This bears similarity to the case of D+ ions
from �D�n clusters, where the kinetic energy saturation con-
dition is expected to be satisfied.

The parameters for the plasma filament under the experi-
mental conditions of the Lawrence-Livermore experiments
�10,37� with �=35 fs correspond to deuteron density ��p�

=2�1019 cm−3 �37�, filament length h=0.2 cm, and filament
radius r=0.1 cm �10�. For a rough estimate at IM�0�
=1018 W cm−2 �where Eq. �10� gives �R0�I=195 Å� we
choose R0=60 Å �R	R0

�I��, which corresponds to the CVI
domain. Under these conditions E�a�=5.90 keV and Eq.
�13a� results in ZA=0.43 cm, which is almost twice as large
as h and indicates the lack of absorption. Of course, when
ZA	h, the absorption becomes strong, i.e., IM�z=h�
� IM�0�, and the linear approximation, Eq. �13�, has to be
extended. In the general case, the local intensity IM�z� and
the deuteron energy E�a��z� were found by a numerical solu-

TABLE I. The ratio �E�p��SIM/ �E�p��FIT between the final total
energies �of nuclei and electrons� of the products of Coulomb ex-
plosion of �D2�n/2 clusters provided by simulations, �E�p��SIM, and
by the fitting to Eq. �12�, �E�p��FIT. IM�W cm−2� is the pulse peak
intensity, R0 �Å� is the cluster initial radius, and n is the number of
cluster atoms.

IM�W cm−2�

1015 1016 1017 1018

R0 �Å� n �E�p��SIM/ �E�p��FIT

8.15 135 1.152 1.052 1.039 1.127

13.1 459 0.931 0.921 0.905 0.973

21.1 1961 1.020 0.981 0.943 1.007

25.4 3367 0.988 0.975 0.958 0.973

34.0 8007 — 1.008 0.969 0.980
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tion of Eq. �7�. The results are presented in Fig. 2 for �
=25 fs and ��p�=2�1019 cm−3 of the Lawrence-Livermore
experiment �37�, and for the initial intensity of IM�0�
=1017 W cm−2. Clusters with a smaller radius of R0=30 Å
absorb about 50% of the energy flow S in the middle of the
plasma filament, at z�0.1 cm �Fig. 2�. However, this inten-
sity decrease is not accompanied by a noticeable decrease in
the E�a� energy. The E�a� energy decrease starts only at z
�0.16 cm, when IM drops below the level of 1016 W cm−2,
and where a persistent nanoplasma is produced within the
clusters �26�. Clusters with the larger radius of R0=60 Å
strongly absorb the light so that the total absorption is
reached in the middle of the plasma filament, at z=0.1 cm
�Fig. 2�. In this case the drop in the energy flow �or the
intensity variable IM� is accompanied by the steep decrease
of the deuteron energy E�a�, Eq. �9�.

The total absorption distances ZA(IM�ZA�=0) �as a zero
level we accept the atom ionization intensity IM =5
�1014 W cm−2 �35��, which were determined by the numeri-
cal solution of Eq. �7� and by the CVI condition, Eq. �13a�,
are presented in Fig. 3 for the parameters presented above.
The CVI approach, Eq. �13a�, overestimates the light attenu-
ation, providing smaller ZA values. The “exact” solution, Eq.
�7�, shows that the light is totally absorbed inside the plasma
filament h=0.2 cm at the laser intensities IM�0�	3�1016,
1017, and 4�1017 W cm−2, for a cluster size of R0=15, 30,
and 60 Å, respectively. The experimentally determined aver-
age cluster radius for almost total absorption is R0�24 Å
�Fig. 2 of Ref. �10�� which, according to our results, corre-
sponds to the laser intensity of IM�0��6�1016 W cm−2.
This laser intensity lies between the average peak intensity
estimated as IM �1016 W cm−2 and the maximal peak inten-
sity of IM =5�1017 W cm−2 in the Lawrence-Livermore ex-
periment �10�. The energy absorbed in the plasma filament
for the condition of 90% absorption was found to be E�p�

�5 keV per atom �10�. Our theoretical treatment, Eqs. �9�
and �12�, indicates that in the absence of absorption such
energy can be provided by Coulomb explosion of clusters

with R0�40 Å, a radius which is considerably larger than
the radius of R0=24 Å reported by Zweiback et al. �10�. It
should be emphasized that our theoretical results, at least for
this case, are based on simple electrostatic arguments of the
CVI approach �27,30�, and on our findings that the ion ki-
netic energy E�a� is larger than the electron energy E�e�, as
confirmed by the experimental results of Zweiback et al.
�10�.

V. ENERGY DISTRIBUTION IN THE COULOMB
EXPLOSION OF AN ASSEMBLY OF CLUSTERS

Light absorption effects significantly affect the kinetic en-
ergy distribution P�E�(P�E�a��) of the product ions by in-
creasing the number of low-energy ions, whereas the maxi-
mal energy of the product ions is expected to be close to the
maximal energy (EM�IM�0�) in the absence of absorption. For
the kinetic energy distribution P�s��E� of a single cluster we
take a two component fitting equation �30�

P�E� = C1P1�E� + �1 − C1�P2�E� , �19�

where P1�E� is the low-energy component

P1�E� =
4�2

�E�a�� �1 + �2E/E�a��4� �20�

with the average energy E�a� determined by Eq. �9�. P2�E� is
the CVI energy distribution

P2�E� =
3

2EM
�E/EM�1/2, E � EM

P2�E� = 0, E � EM �21�

with the maximal energy EM �30� being

FIG. 2. The local laser peak intensity IM�z� obtained from the
solution of Eq. �7�, and the average deuteron kinetic energy E�a�

obtained from molecular dynamics simulations for an assembly of
�D2�n/2 clusters with R0=30 Å �n=5650� and R0=60 Å �n
=45 200� in a plasma filament ��=0.2 cm and ��p�=2�1019 cm−3

�10,37��. The incident peak intensity was IM�0�=1017 W cm−2.

FIG. 3. The total absorption distance ZA for an assembly of
�D2�n/2 clusters with R0=15, 30, and 60 Å, respectively, obtained
from the solution of Eq. �7� �solid lines� and from the CVI expres-
sion, Eq. �13a� �dashed lines�.
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EM = 
4�

3
B̄�R0

2��1 + � �̃R0

R0
�I� �4�1/4

�22�

with �̃=0.60 for �=25 fs. The coefficient C1 in Eq. �19�,
which determines the contribution of the first, low-energy
term P1�E�, Eq. �20�, is given by

C1 = �3

5
EM − E�a����3

5
EM −

1

2�2
E�a�� . �23�

The effect of light absorption on the energy distribution of
the filament D+ nuclei is demonstrated in Fig. 4. For two
different cluster sizes �R0=30 Å and R0=60 Å� subjected to
I=1017 W cm−2, the smaller cluster, R0=30 Å, represents the
case of weak absorption �Fig. 2�, when the filament energy
distribution differs only slightly from the energy distribution
of a single cluster in the absence of absorption �Fig. 4�. At
R0=60 Å, the absorption is strong and the laser light is to-
tally absorbed at z=0.1 cm �Fig. 2�. In this case the filament
energy distribution exhibits marked deviations from the dis-
tribution of a single cluster subjected to IM�0�, with a sharp
rise in the low-energy range �Fig. 4�, which leads to a low-
energy maximum. A low-energy divergence of P�E� is ex-
cluded on the basis of the preservation of the normalization
of the energy distribution. The location of the low-energy
rise in the energy distribution P�E� provides a new criterion
in the assessment of the contribution of the absorption, with
the high-energy maximum at E�EM representing weak ab-
sorption, while a low-energy rise at E�EM manifests strong
absorption. Such a behavior of P�E� for weak absorption is
demonstrated in the experiments of Sakabe et al. �38�. In the

experiments of Madison et al. �14� the average energy of the
hot ions is Eav=2.1 keV, whereas the maximum in P�E� lies
at a much lower energy of �0.2 keV. The shift of the distri-
bution maximum to low energies, which is comparable to
Eav, probably indicates strong light absorption. However, the
deformation of the shape of the energy distribution can also
be affected by the cluster size distribution, which has to be
taken into account in order to allow for a more precise analy-
sis of the energy distribution reported by Madison et al. �14�.
The energetics of the Coulomb explosion in an ensemble of
size-distributed clusters will be considered in a forthcoming
paper �39�.

VI. LIGHT ABSORPTION BY A SINGLE CLUSTER

Our treatment of laser light absorption in a plasma fila-
ment rests on the assumption that the light absorption by a
single cluster is not sufficiently strong to attenuate the inten-
sity within a single cluster. In what follows, we shall estab-
lish the conditions for the validity of this assumption. The
attenuation of the laser light within a single �D�n cluster is
expected to be weak provided that

Etot � Ef�
, �24�

where Etot is the total energy absorbed by the cluster, while
Ef� is the laser energy flow through the cluster. Following the
analysis of Sec. II we set Etot=nE�p�, where n= �4�� /3�R0

2 is
the number of atoms and �=0.05 Å−3, while E�p�, the energy
absorbed per atom, is given by Eq. �4�. The laser energy flow
through a cluster of radius R is Ef�=�R2�−�

� I�t�dt. Ignoring
the cluster expansion on the time scale of strong energy ab-
sorption �i.e., the time scale of outer ionization�, we express
Ef� by Eq. �14� in the form Ef�=2360�R0

2�IM Equation �24�
results in the condition for weak light attenuation within the
cluster

�R0E�p� � 1.77 � 10−13�IM , �25�

where E�p� is expressed in eV, R0 in Å, � in fs, and IM in
W cm−2. In the CVI domain, R0�R0

�I�, the condition for
weak light attenuation is ensured, provided that the inequal-
ity, Eq. �25�, is satisfied for R0=R0

�I�. According to Eqs. �9�
and �12�, the absorbed energy at R0=R0

�I� is E�p�

=3.74B̄��R0
�I��2 Substituting this expression for E�p� into Eq.

�2� and presenting R0
�I� by IM and �, Eq. �10�, we obtain

IM � 5 � 1021�−1.72, �26�

where IM is in units of W cm−2 and � in fs. Equation �26�
provides the upper limit of the intensity which ensures weak
single-cluster absorption in the CVI domain. For the pulse
width of �=25 fs the laser peak intensity has to be smaller
than 2�1019 W cm−2, which corresponds to a cluster border
radius of R0

�I�=870 Å. This result indicates that in the CVI
domain the attenuation of the laser field inside a single clus-
ter will be manifested only for very high intensities �and for
large clusters with n�108�. Accordingly, the effects of light
attenuation in the CVI domain are expected to be small un-
der any experimental and computational conditions. Next we

FIG. 4. The effect of light absorption on the distribution of the
kinetic energies of D+ ions in the Coulomb explosion of an assem-
bly of �D2�n/2 clusters. Calculations were conducted for R0=30 Å
�n=5650� and for R0=60 Å �n=45200�. Solid lines: Molecular dy-
namics simulations for the kinetic energy distribution of the D+

ions, accounting for the attenuation of the laser intensity by the
solution of Eq. �7�. Laser incident peak intensity IM�0�
=1017 W cm−2 and laser pulse duration �=25 fs. Parameters of
plasma filament as in Fig. 2. Dashed lines: Molecular dynamics
simulations for the kinetic energy distribution of the D+ ions at a
fixed laser local peak intensity IM�z�=1017 W cm−2. These data
without absorption effects correspond to the CVI conditions.
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consider the non-CVI “cold” nanoplasma domain where R0

�R0
�I�. In this case, E�p�� IM, according to Eq. �16�. Equation

�25� provides a condition for weak attenuation, which is
valid for any laser intensity IM, and which sets a lower limit
for the cluster radius in the form

R0 � 88.5/��−2B̄�2�0.24� �27�

with  and � being expressed by Eqs. �11a� and �11b�, re-
spectively. For �=25 fs, Eq. �27� results in the condition
R0�330 Å in the non-CVI “cold” nanoplasma domain. The
cluster size corresponds to n�5�106. From the practical
point of view we assert that for the cluster sizes considered
in the present work the attenuation of light within a single
cluster is expected to be small, also in the non-CVI regime.
From the point of view of methodology, a search for laser
light absorption by a single deuterium cluster in an electro-
magnetic trap should be conducted for the non-CVI domain.
The estimates of R0�330 Å �n�5�106� for the prevalence
of single cluster absorption can be realized for large, but
physically accessible, deuterium clusters.

VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The absorption of ultraintense laser radiation by an as-
sembly of clusters of the same size is different in different
regions of laser intensities and cluster sizes, which govern
distinct domains of the cluster size dependence of the ener-
getics of Coulomb explosion. These domains are determined
by the CVI border radius R0

�I�, whose dependence on the laser
intensity is R0

�I��IM�� IM
1/2, according to Eq. �10�. While in our

previous work �30,35� we considered the energetics of Cou-
lomb explosion with increasing the cluster radius at a fixed
laser intensity IM, it will now be useful to consider a fixed
cluster size R0 and define from Eq. �10� the border intensity
IM

�R� for which the CVI breaks down at a fixed value of R0.
This border intensity is given by

IM
�R� = 1.42 � 1015�−1.24R0

2. �28�

When the CVI validity conditions, i.e., R0	R0
�I��IM� or IM

� IM
�R��R0�, are obeyed along the entire plasma filament up to

z=h, the absorbed energy, Eq. �15�, does not depend on the
initial light intensity IM�0� and absorption does not signifi-
cantly affect the ion energy. In the opposite domain, when
R0�R0

�I�(IM�0�) or IM�0�� IM
�R��R0� the intensity IM�z� de-

creases exponentially with z, according to Eq. �17�. This de-
crease of IM�z� is accompanied by the decrease of the ion
energy. Total absorption is realized for ah�1. When the ab-
sorption is weak, i.e., ah�1, the absorbed energy is propor-
tional to the initial intensity IM�0�, Eq. �18�. In the interme-
diate domain, when R0�R0

�I�(IM�0�) the local intensity IM�z�

becomes smaller than the border intensity IM
�R��R0� at some

distance z	h, and the absorption features cannot be de-
scribed in a simple way.

Light absorption may affect the dependence of the ion
energy on the cluster radius R0. In the case of weak absorp-
tion, the average ion energy E�a� increases as R0

2 in the CVI
domain, while in the R0�R0

�I� domain this dependence
reaches saturation �Eq. �9��. Such behavior is also manifested
when absorption effects are significant. However, the satura-
tion onset is exhibited at a lower value of R0 than in the
absence of absorption, and the energies in this domain are
smaller �Fig. 5�. The early transition from the E�a��R0

2 de-
pendence to the saturation behavior in an assembly of clus-
ters may be responsible for the presence of a maximum in
the neutron yield dependence on the cluster radius R0 ob-
served in the NFDCE experiments of Zweiback et al. �10�.
Direct calculations of the absorption effects of the ultrain-
tense laser radiation on the neutron yield, which will be pre-
sented in a forthcoming paper �39�, will provide information
on the cluster size dependence of the neutron yield.
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FIG. 5. The effect of light absorption on the cluster size depen-
dence of the average energies of the D+ ions in the Coulomb explo-
sion of �D2�n/2 clusters. Laser incident peak intensities IM�0�
=10x W cm−2 �x=16–19� are marked on the curves. Solid lines:
Molecular dynamics simulations accounting for the attenuation of
the laser intensity by the solution of Eq. �7�. Laser pulse duration
�=25 fs. Parameters of plasma filament as in Fig. 2. Dashed lines:
Molecular dynamics simulations in the absence of absorption.
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